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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT 

I regret to announce that this is the final issue of GiA. At its November meeting the 

Australian Executive of Guides Australia decided to discontinue publication due to 

declining subscriptions and continuing financial losses. The Australian Executive 

hopes that it can continue to communicate with its members via the state newsletters 

and other means. 

Should you want your outstanding subscription payment refunded, please send a 

note to this effect and a stamped self-addressed envelope to PO Box 6, Strawberry 

Hills NSW 2012. For group or unit subscriptions please make sure you list all 

subscribers. You (or your Unit) may wish to 'donate' your outstanding monies, in which 

case we can send you a receipt for taxation purposes if you provide a stamped self-

addressed envelope. By 28 February 1999 please. 

Amanda Bishop, editor, GiA 

recently had the pleasure 

of attending the Movie 

Mania Jamboree in NSW, an 

exciting and action-packed 

event, where the theme had been won-

derfully translated for maximum effect. It 

was so good to talk to Guides and hear 

about how excited they were about what 

they were doing. The Leaders were also 

enthusiastic. I also attended the Trefoil 

Gathering which was a busy and enjoyable 

event. Guiding meets so well the needs of 

wide age-ranges, offering fellowship to all. 

1999 is the United Nations' Inter-

national Year of the Older Person. In a 

world that moves so fast it is timely to be 

reminded of the need for all generations to 

appreciate each other's experiences and 

viewpoints. We live in such a mobile soci-

ety that many children are deprived 

of the wonderful richness of sharing their 

lives with their grandparents or other 

relatives of the older generation. Similarly, 

many older people do not experience 

first-hand the joys of seeing their grand-

children growing up. The Program  

Adviser, Di Vernon-Reade, will be 

sending states suggested activities for 

recognition and participation in this 

special year. Look for them in your state 

magazine. There is much to celebrate 

and to share, and I encourage everyone 

to take part in at least one of the 

suggested activities during the year. 

This issue gives me the opportunity to 

farewell three friends of Guiding. The first 

is our CEO, Christine Ryder, who left us in 

October. Christine challenged us to face 

up to all the realities of keeping up with 

all the changes of the 90s and looking into 

the next decade proactively. We still have 

a way to go but I have greatly appreciated 

her commitment to Guiding, her determi-

nation and her vision for the future. 

We also farewell Amanda Bishop, our 

editor, who leaves us to go to the UK with 

her family. Amanda has transformed GiA 
into a magazine which is not only enjoy-

able to read but has relevance to Unit 

Leaders, including program activities, 

which are always in demand. We wish 

Christine and Amanda every success  

and happiness in their future challenges. 

And, finally, it is sad to tell you that we 

are farewelling a special friend of more than 

18 years. This is the last issue of Guiding 

in Australia, at least for the foreseeable 

future. Unfortunately subscriptions have 

dropped to the point where the magazine 

is no longer viable. The first issue appeared 

in February 1980, edited by Miss Margaret 

Coleman, who went on to give outstanding 

service as the editor for many years. My 

thanks to all those who contributed to this 

magazine in so many ways helping it to 

truly reflect the national face of Guiding 

in Australia. 

My assistants, Sue Conde and Linden 

Edgell, and all the Australian Office 

Bearers—Di Vernon-Reade (Program), 

Brenda Hamlett (Training), Merrill Cole 

(PR) and Susan Wakefield (International) 

join me in wishing you all a joyful celebration, 

a relaxing break and renewed energy for 

all the exciting opportunities which 1999 

will bring. 

Mandy Macky 

Chief Commissioner 

Guides 
Australia 

helping girls and young 

women grow into 

confident, self-respecting, 

responsible community 

members. 
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When did you see this publicity? 

Current Guides 

• previous 6 months 72% 

• previous 12 months 21% 

• previous 18 months 3% 

Where? 

Current Guides 

• TV 44% 

• radio 19% 

• school 16% 

• newspapers 7% 

• other 14% 

Non-Guides 

• previous 6 months 61% 

• previous 12 months 34% 

• previous 18 months 5% 

Non-Guides 

• TV 54% 

•school 23% 

• radio 11% 

• newspapers 8% 

• other 4% 

What did you think of what you saw? 
Current Guides 
	

Non-Guides 
• great 56.25% 
	

• great 23.5% 

• OK 37% 
	

• OK 66.3% 
• did not like 6.75% 
	

• did not like 10.2% 

Merrill Cole: Among the non-Guides 5 to 7 
years knew about Guides mainly from school; 
in all other age groups TV was the major source. 

TOTAL PARTICIPANTS: 328 
Current Guides: 144 Non-Guides: 184 

To begin with, survey respondents were asked: 
How did you know about Guides? 

Current Guides (100%) 

• friends 43.2% 

• mother 31.2% 

• other (sisters, school, family, TV) 36.8% 

Non-Guides (72%) 

• friends 57.2% 

• mother 19.3% 

• other (TV, school, public, family) 23.5% 

The girls were then asked questions to establish 
their awareness of recent publicity campaigns in 
the media: 

Have you seen or heard any publicity about Guides? 
Current Guides 	 Non-Guides 

• yes 65.2% 	 • yes 58% 

Sixty-three Per cent fun 
What do girls think of Guiding? 

Between February and April 1998 the Australian Public Relations Adviser 
Merrill Cole co-ordinated a detailed survey of Australian girls' attitudes to 
Guiding. The answers may surprise you. 

Using volunteer labour and professional expertise within and without 
the organisation, Merrill Cole and her team compiled the enlighten-
ing statistics published below. The surveys were conducted in 
Western Australia, Victoria and South Australia*; both current Guides 
and non-Guides aged between five and 18 were asked a series of 
standardised questions. The main purpose of the survey was to 
gauge the reaction to recent marketing efforts such as television and 
radio commercials, but also to find out more generally what girls think 
of aspects of Guiding such as uniform and activities. 

*NSW, Old, Tasmania and NT chose not to participate in the survey. 

GIA December 1998/January 1999 - Vol. 19 No. 6 



Current Guides were asked what they 

liked best about Guiding: 

• friendship 21.5% 

• camps 21% 

• fun 18% 

• outdoor activities 15.6% 

• craft 13.24% 

• the Leader 10% 

What activity would you like to see more 

of at Guides? 

• games 18.5% 

• camping 18% 

• outdoor activities 16% 

• craft 13.7% 

• adventurous activities 12% 

Non-guides were shown a list of Guiding 

activities and asked to rate them in 

order of preference. 

• outdoor activities/sport 26% 

• adventurous activities 18% 

• camping 12% 

• art/craft 7.5% 

• co-ed activities 6.4% 

• cooking 6.4% 

• skate/blade sport 4.3% 

Is there anything you would not like to do? 

• wearing uniform 25% 

• cooking biscuits 10.7% 

• sitting around 9% 

• craft 9% 

• outdoor exercise 7% 

• camping in discomfort 5.3% 

• girlie things 5.3% 
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ALWAYS ... SOMETIMES ... NEVER! 

Current Guides were asked whether they told their friends that they were 

a Guide. Over half (56.25%) said yes without qualification, however 37% 

'sometimes' told their friends they were a Guide and 6.75% never told their 

friends they were a Guide. 

Among the girls who do tell their friends they are a Guide, 63% tell their 

friends that Guiding "is fun" and make other positive statements. 

The girls who 'sometimes' tell their friends about Guides often said that 

they only tell their friends if they are specifically asked about it. 11% of these 

girls talked about Guide activities, and another 11% said that they 'liked Guides'. The positive comments lessen in the 16-18 age 

group. Of the girls who do not tell their friends about Guides, 50% said they didn't think about it, 30% said "my friends would pay 

out on me" and the remaining 20% said their friends "wouldn't understand". 

Postcodes 

indicate that the 

participants 

came from a 

broad cross-

section of 

suburbs in 

each state as 

well as a 

small number of 

country towns. 

All states 

showed similar 

trends in their 

responses. 

Guides were asked: How do you feel about 

your friends seeing you in formal uniform? 

• OK 43% 

• fine 33.3% 

• not good 21.5% 

Non-Guides were asked: What would you 

like to wear if you went to Guides? 

• anything you choose 45% 

• casual t-shirts 33% 

• the uniform 20%  

Merrill Cole: The 5 to 7 year olds significantly raised the percentage for 

the willingness of current and non-Guides to wear formal uniform. The 

commitment to formal uniform diminished according to age for both 

current and non-Guides. 

Many Guides who said they didn't mind their friends seeing them in 

formal uniform did so defensively ("I don't really care what people think", 

"It is part of Guiding", "I accept it") rather than as a positive choice. 

This survey was carried out conscientiously by a number of co-operative 

Guide Leaders (with current Guides) and tertiary students (with 

non-Guides). Many thanks to Maritta James and Linden Edgell for their 

professional assistance in preparing survey questions. Thanks also to 

the students and Leaders who carried out the 328 questionnaires. 



The Australian Youth Event, koninderie, held earlier this year in NSW 

was a unique opportunity for 400 Guides aged between 14 and 30 to 

get together and share their ideas about the future of Guiding. At a 

forum held as part of the program, participants aged between 14 and 

18 brainstormed ideas about improving Guiding's image and ways of 

extending Guiding's involvement in the community. 

GIRLS' ID 
speak %/ 

O 

a. 

Along with the Guidescan survey conducted throughout Australia 
this year (see pages 2 and 3) the answers these young women 
came up with make for interesting reading. The answers are 
published here in no particular order in keeping with the style of 
the brainstorming technique. 

How can we extend Guiding into the community? 
• after-school/vacation care 

• sailing lessons 

• holiday activities at shopping centres 

• youth centres run by Guides 

• annual camp for non-Guides 

• helping families with terminally ill children 

• sky writing 

Following this introductory question was a series of discussions 
about the future involvement of Guides Australia in various kinds 
of activities. 

How can Guides Australia become more involved in 
service projects? 

• serving food for the homeless 

• odd jobs in hostels 

• ongoing help in maintaining parks 

• dog walking for the aged 

• garden-slave projects 

• road-safety awareness in schools 

How can Guides be more involved in environmental issues? 
• tree planting and maintenance by Units 

• adopt a place (creek, highway, park) to keep clean 
• Guide Environment Day 

• encourage Rangers to do more minimal-impact camping 
• Units adopt an animal 

• compulsory section of BP award on environmental 
awareness 

How can Guides become more involved in 
aboriginal reconciliation? 

• promote Guiding in aboriginal communities 
• compulsory section of syllabus on aboriginal 

issues 

• make a pack on Aboriginal communities 

Lastly, the all-important question of how Guiding can 

improve its image overall came up with telling responses: 

How could Guides Australia improve its image? 
• make Leaders motivated 

• not sell cookies 

• break "knots and knitting" image 

• bring back red Ranger jerseys!!! 

• More combined activities with Scouts 

• design merchandise (overalls, boxer shorts, 

teddy bear, caps, clothing) that Guides actually 

want to buy 

• magazine advertisements for target audiences 

• broadcast a Guide Radio Show on community 

radio 
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25 WAYS TO RECYCLE 
• AT HOME • 

On average, each Australian household throws out 

15.7 kg of waste every week. Why not challenge your-

self to reduce your garbage output? 

• protect your clothes when gardening; use an old car 

mat to kneel on. 

• place coffee jar lids under furniture to protect carpet. 

• clean plastic pill bottles make great salad dressing 

containers on picnics 

• pour old cooking oil into a used milk carton and put it 

out in the rubbish 

• use old jam jars for outdoor lighting; put a candle in the 

base, light it and tie the jar to a tree branch 

• an electric blanket that no longer works can have its 

wires removed and become an underblanket 

• put wrapping paper in an old cling-wrap box and use 

the serrated edge to cut paper in straight lines. 

V(11J-LrA71ss 
Bringing the music to Australia's Youth 

Musica Viva is offering concert tickets for only $7.00 

through its Youthtix program. Any group of people aged 

between 12 and 18 can take advantage of the offer 

provided they buy at least 10 tickets and one adult attends 

for every four young people. The price of the adult ticket 

is also $7.00 

Musica Viva 
Australia 

In 1999, the Youthtix program features musicians and 

composers from Eastern Europe as well as local perform-

ers such as Slava Grigoryan. The season celebrates the 

tenth anniversary of the fall of the Iron Curtain and 

includes a program of Eastern European music from three 

centuries, the cradle of classical and romantic composi-

tion. The program will travel to Canberra, Melbourne, 

Perth and Sydney between March and November. This is 

a wonderful opportunity for Units to enhance their musical 

knowledge and appreciation. The first Unit in each state to 

book a Youthtix group will win a "Florilegium" CD, featur-

ing Baroque music. 

For a complete program of performances and venues 

contact: 

Stephen Schafer 

(02) 9698 1711 (phone) 

(02) 9698 3878 (fax) 

sschafer@mva.org.au  (email) 
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PACKING THE BASICS 

FIRS 
AID 

• plastic gloves 

• rust-resistant tweezers 

• rust-resistant scissors 

• safety pins 

• sterile eye irrigation 

• wound antiseptic 

• hydro gel (to treat 

sunburn) 

• oral hydration powder 

• list of emergency phone 

numbers 

• a thermometer 

• 50mm crepe bandage 

• plastic mouth protectors 

(for use in resuscitation) 

• dressings for cuts 

• a sling 

• paracetamol 

• cotton wool buds 

• sterilised cotton gauze 

swabs and alcohol swabs 

• antiseptic ointment 

FOR AN EFFECTIVE FIRST AID KIT 

The Pharmaceutical Society of Australia 
advises the following items are essential 

supplies in a first-aid kit: 



• 

• 

• 

Get Overseas 

LE GUIDES 
UPCOMING OVERSEAS EVENTS 

JULIETTE LOW 
WORLD FRIENDSHIP FUND EVENT 

AN IRENE FAIRBRIRN FUND SELECTED EVENT 

Join 25 girls from WAGGGS countries in a program focussing 
on leadership and the Guide/Girl Scout Program. Share 
Australia's culture with girls from overseas and discover the 
rewards and challenges of international life. 

WHEN: 	1-6 October 1999—home hospitality 

7-10 October 1999—institute 

10-14 October 1999—home hospitality (a pre or 
post-hospitality trip to Disneyland may be offered) 

WHERE: 	Creedon Centre for Girl Scouts USA. Edith Macy 
Conference Centre, Briancliff Manor, New York. 

WHO: 	Two members between 16-18 years at time of event. 
Personal skills must include: 

• high level of verbal fluency 

• excellent reporting skills 

• well developed interpersonal and leadership skills 

Pre-selection in each state must include a short submission 
in any form, on the following topic: "Issues of leadership in a 
diverse world". Successful applicants must be prepared to 
carry out a leadership action project on their return to Australia. 

Support from the applicant's home state will be necessary. 

COST: 	Approximately $2 570.00 to cover airfare, insurance, 
bags and tops, administration and possible 
Disneyland stopover. 

An Irene Fairbairn Fund grant of $750 will be 
awarded to each participant 

Event fees and project related travel in USA are 
provided by Girl Scouts USA. 

AUSTRALIAN CLOSING DATE: 28 February 1999. 

THE INTERNATIONAL PERH CHALLENGE, SONO 

• Experience international living and learning 

• Step outside your comfort zones 

• Examine the role of WAGGGS 

This event aims to provide a challenging program of outdoor 
and self-development activities for young women, based on 
Girl Guiding/Girl Scouting national qualifications. 

WHEN: 
	

2-11 August 1999—peak challenge; 14-17 August 
1999—camp for Indian children 

WHERE: 
	

Sangam World Guide Centre, Pune, India. 

WHO: 
	

Members of WAGGGS aged 16 to 30 years. 

WHEN: 
	

Approximately $2 800.00 which includes event fee, 
airfares, administration, international tops and bags, 
insurance and most meals. Optional extra: 
18-28 August 1999—Explore India Tour. Additional 
cost approximately $1 000.00 (the advertised costs 
may change due to currency fluctuations.) 

AUSTRALIAN CLOSING DATE: 30 March 1999. 

Join WAGGGS and WOSM members, their families and friends to enjoy this 
unique introduction to the rich culture and heritage of India. Roam the 
beautiful seven acre grounds at Sangam World Guide Centre and explore 
the city of Pune by day and night. 

Beginning on 30 August 1999 and continuing through to 8 September, 
cost is approximately $2 600.00. This price includes event fees, airfares, administration, 

international tops and bags, insurance and most meals. 

Beforehand you can choose to enjoy the optional "Explore India" 11-day tour (18-28 August) at an additional 
cost of approximately $1 000.00 (advertised costs may change due to currency fluctuations). The Australian 
closing date for this event is 28 March 1999. 

Get a Taste 
of India 

GIA December 1998/January 1999 - Vol. 19 No. 6 
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International Year of the 

OLDER PERSON 
1999 IS THE INTERNATIONAL YEAR OF THE OLDER PERSON. OVER THE NEXT 20 YEARS THE PROPORTION OF 

AUSTRALIANS AGED 65 YEARS AND OLDER WILL GROW TO MORE THAN 16 PER CENT. THIS MAKES IT MORE 

IMPORTANT THAN EVER TO RECOGNISE THE VALUE OF THE CONTRIBUTION OF OLDER PEOPLE TO THE 

COMMUNITY. THE AUSTRALIAN PROGRAM COMMITTEE OFFERS SUGGESTIONS FOR YOUR UNIT. 

	

O

ld people offer an enormous amount to the communi- 	• 'Granny' camps and events, 

	

ty through their volunteer activities. The knowledge, 	older people in the 

skill and wisdom of older people is invaluable, but planning as well 

not fully recognised or utilised. Older people feel they are not as the partici- 

valued or respected to the extent that they should be. 	pation. 

	

The International Year of the Older Person is therefore an 	• Movie 

ideal opportunity for Guides Australia to contribute to the reviews— 

community and at the same time enrich their own lives. 	Grumpy Old 

Some activities Units could consider: 	 Men, On Golden 

• Oral history sessions—when Granny was a Guide 	Pond. 

• Guide Unit reunions and get-togethers—sharing your 	• Forums on health 

common experiences and memories. 	 issues—Arthritis Foundation, 

• Sharing skills—computer technology and calculators Alzheimers Association, 

	

versus manual typewriters, adding 	using walking sticks, frames. 

machines, Pitman's shorthand. 	 wheelchairs. 

• Self-defence classes—for young 	• Role Plays—getting a feel 

and old together. 	for when you are old such as 

loss of hearing, sight, mobility, 

tactile senses. 

• Visits to local retirement 

villages. 

• Working with Trefoil Guilds 

• Promotion of University of the Third Age. 

involving 

• Workshops on strategies 
VV 

to help with home security — 

cutting dowels to fit windows, trimming shrubs away from windows, 

ensuring the front door is visible from the street, putting the 

local police phone number in the phone memory. 

• Promotion of programs such as Neighbourhood Watch 

and Rural Watch. 

The girls will have more ideas; these are just a few to get 

them thinking. 

A badge will be designed, and able to be worn as soon as 

the activities and services commences. Watch your state 

newsletters for details. 

Everyone is encouraged to celebrate and promote this 

Year, so we are in a better position to welcome the changes 

the future holds, not only for today's seniors but for those 

of tomorrow. 

Australian Program Committee 
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Australian Trefoil 
Guild Gathering 1998 

Trefoil Guild 
around 

AUSTRALIA 

 

In our special report from ATGA Audrey Williams recounts for you the highlights 
from this very successful Annual Gathering. 

Almost 300 members attended the 13th 
National Trefoil Guild Gathering held in 
Sydney on the first weekend of October. It 
was a great success. 

Many members had travelled from all over 
Australia to attend the gathering. Interstate 

guests stayed at the YWCA, which was a sea 
of navy and white on the Friday evening. 

The biggest 'disaster' of the whole weekend 
was the Friday evening meal. No one could 
have anticipated that the lifts would break 
down or that the waiters would have so much 
trouble getting the food to the tables set up 
outside the conference room! We were 
wall-to-wall people and it was very difficult 
to move about at one point, but the crowd 
eventually eased and most people were able 
to help themselves to the meal comfortably. 
When dinner had finished the Mendana 
Weeamara Music Group sang and then led 
us in campfire songs. During the evening 
we learned 'A Song for IFOFSAG (now ISGF) and were able 
to sing it the following day at the opening ceremony. 

The next day we were officially welcomed to the gathering 
by recently appointed NSW State Commissioner June 
Cameron. Chief Commissioner Mandy Macky was then invited 
to officially open the gathering. The opening itself was very 
impressive with the Australian Trefoil Guild banner and flag 
displayed together for the first time. The flag and the banners 

were designed by the 

Advisers. The flag was 

made by WA members 

while the banner design 

was hand made by Norma 

Longmuir of The Hills 

Trefoil Guild in NSW. 

After the opening we 

enjoyed some wonderful 

presentations by several 

guest speakers: Deputy 

Chief Commissioner Sue 

Conde, Mary Caberara 

the Assistant International 

Commissioner, Mandy 
Macky (for Di Vernon-Reade APA), N.J.C. Secretary Shirley 
Reeves, and Chairman of the Asia Pacific Region Lois Smith. 

Margaret Murray accepts the gift of a scribbly 
gum tree from Barbara Callow of Queensland. 

ATGA Audrey Williams and Assistant ATGA Beverley 
Heath proudly display the new Trefoil Guild flag. 

A multitude of voices sang the ISGF song—learned only 
the night before—at the opening ceremony 

GIA December 1998/January 1999 - Vol. 19 No. 6 



South Australian Trefoil Guilds entertained with a 'fashion parade' showcasing fun 

versions of the Trefoil Guild dress 

OZANAM YOUTH 
CAMP KINCUMBER 

St. Vincent de Paul Society 

Location: MacKillop Rd. Kincumber South, on 
the scenic Central Coast, 15 minute 
drive to Gosford, situated on 40 
hectares of bushland with 500m 
water frontage. 

Facilities: 	Bunkhouses, motel-style accommo-
dation for supervisors, large dining 
hall, well-equipped kitchen, laundry 
facilities. Catering available or 

do your own. Canoes, dinghies, 
catamarans, all purpose court, archery, 
grass volley ball court, cricket pitch. 

Camping: Unlimited tent sites, large sheltered 
area with kitchen, showers, toilets. 
Prices start from $5.00 pp per night 

All enquiries to: Ph (02) 4368 2818 
Fax (02) 4368 2830 

Norma Longmuir displaying the 

Trefoil Banner she made herself 
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We were then divided into groups 

and had discussions on items that 

members had submitted. The items 

discussed included suggested 

changes to the Promise Badge and 

Service Dress as well as how to 

encourage new members and raise 

the profile of the Guild. The written 

reports of these discussions can be 

obtained from State Advisers. 

A highlight of the day was a 

presentation to former Trefoil Guild 

Adviser Margaret Murray, held on 

the Apex Lawn. Each State Adviser 

presented a scribbly gum tree, to be 

planted at Glengarry. The ceremony 

was in appreciation of Margaret's 

service between 1993 and 1997. 

Margaret was touched by the gesture 

and thanked everyone present. 

The venue for dinner was Seaforth Bowling Club. The 

club looked beautiful, with gold serviettes and red candles on 

each table. The guest 

speaker was Mrs. 

Jacqueline Samuels, 

wife of the NSW 

Governor. Members 

remembered her as 

Jacqueline Kott, the 

stage and television 

actress. She spoke of 

her TV experiences 

very engagingly. 

St. John's Cathedral 

in Parramatta was the 

venue for our Sunday 

church service and 

Guides' Own. The 

guest speaker was 

Mr. Ron Dawes from the Leprosy Mission. Leprosy Mission 

is the project of the ISGF this year. Mr Dawes gave us all 

something to think about. 

One particular item from the Guides' Own was a piece 

called "Living Links", read by Mrs. Dorothy Olsen of Warringah 

South Trefoil Guild. A copy of this inspiring piece can be 

obtained from your State Adviser. I have never seen so many 

tears (of pleasure) at a Guides' Own. Goodbyes were said at 

the cathedral. 

I feel that I must pay tribute to the committee who organised 

the gathering, and who contributed so much to its success. The 

committee's efforts over the past 18 months involved designing 

and organising the Name Badge and the Cloth Badge, sending 

out invitations, booking the accommodation and venues (some  

as early as 1995), deciding on the program, sewing and pack-

ing the memento bags and coping with the endless details of 

organising a conference such as this. 

The committee and I have received many lovely letters of 

appreciation. One letter said, "It was a wonderful weekend, and 

the Guides' Own was the icing on the cake." 

Audrey Williams 

7d. 
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GLOW-LITES 

Fabulous Fundraising After Dark 

Bright Glow-Lites for evening fetes, 
carnivals, discos. concerts, 

cracker nights, barbeques and 
carols-by-candlelight. 

Safe alternative to candles. 
Last for hours. 

Glowing lightsticks, literopes, 
bracelets and more. 

CALL FOR OUR FREE BROCHURE NOW! 
EVERYTHING GLOWS PTY LTD 

54 East Concourse 
BEAUMARIS VIC 3193 

Ph (03) 9589 4300 Fax (03) 9589 4322 
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 write this message with great sadness 

and disappointment. Readers will 

be aware this is the last issue of ( 3iA, 
so this is the last time I will be able to 

communicate directly with subscribers. 

This is extremely disappointing at this 

time because Post Box is leaping ahead 

in email communication and making 

really fast links for our Australian Guides. 

I have initiated an email link system 

with Girl Scouts USA, and I am also 

communicating directly by email with 

Singapore and England. This is a great 

advance and one which will benefit all 

Australian Guides. 

I must use this opportunity to explain 

how important Post Box is in the overall 

scheme of international Guiding. 

WAGGGS considers Post Box important 

enough to include each country's Post 

Secretary in the World Directory. Myself 

and the other Post Box Secretaries 

around the world try very hard to make 

friendships between our members an 

everyday possibility. Often, a Post Box 

pen pal is the only personal international 

contact many of our Guides will have. 

These opportunities are so important in 

providing a deeper understanding of 

international Guiding, the customs and 

traditions of their pen pal's country and 

the true values of ethnic diversity. 

I have heard that the State 

Associations may be thinking about 

operating independently and I must point 

out to you all the disadvantages from a 

Post Box viewpoint. Currently there are 

several countries who have component 

associations whose membership is 

based on one of the following factors:  

They are either a joint 

Guide and Scout Assoc-

iation or an Association 

whose members belong to 

a specific religious group. 

All Post Box Secretaries 

communicate with the 

association which responds 

most frequently and takes 

the least amount of time to 

make links. This means that 

the smaller associations will be severely 

disadvantaged. The same thing would 

happen in Australia if our states chose 

to operate independently beyond the 

auspices of the National Office. Smaller, 

less populated states would be ignored 

and overseas countries would object to 

communicating with many people 

instead of just one Post Box Secretary, 

and Australia may well become a less 

popular choice for pen pals. 

At the moment I am making great 

advances on your behalf and will contin-

ue to do so to the best of my ability. I urge 

you all to support Post Box and share the 

following information with every Guide 

you know, youth and adult: Members  

may now apply for a Post Box pen 

pal by emailing Pat James, the 

Australian Post Box Secretary on 

postbox@guidesaus.org.au  giving your 

name, address, phone number, date of 

birth, membership number, Unit and 

District. Tell me if you want an Australian 

or overseas link and if you write another 

language well enough to correspond 

freely. If you are willing to accept a link in 

any country you will be linked much more 

quickly. 

I will conclude this message by send-

ing my sincere and heartfelt thanks to all 

who have worked so hard to make GiA 

the quality production it is today. It is 

a communication tool we desperately 

need, especially the wonderful POPI 

pages, and which does not deserve such 

an inglorious end. 

I wish you all a happy and peaceful 

Christmas and hope you will find the 

serenity which comes from deep thought 

and a sense of giving for the greater 

good. 

Farewell. 

Pat James 

Australian Post Box Secretary 
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UP, UP & AW Y 
A special book 
to help you 
find out what it 
means to be a 
Guide 

OUT THERE 
Packed full of ideas 

for the great outdoors 

LOOK WHAT'S NEW! 
at your Guide Retail Centre 
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magine that you wanted to harness 

the enthusiasm of Guiding's young 

women and that those women would 

be able to lead Guiding into the future 

and beyond. How would you do that? 

The Olave Program is doing it —

building a network of women in each 

state and across the country. That 

network links the activities of women 

aged 18 to 30. It sources personnel with 

certain skills and is a telegraph for 

information about camps, outside 

activities, awards, scholarships, badge  

hunts and general chatter. It is 

a network of addresses, phone 

numbers, mobile numbers, email 

addresses and web pages. What's 

more that network will remain as 

those women get older, as their 

lives change and as they become 

adult Leaders in Guides Australia. in 

fact many already are. 

The recent Olave Program 

Forum—held in September and 

hosted by Victoria—cemented the 

state links, and from there the network 

has been spreading wider and wider still. 

More than 70 recommendations came 

from the 25 delegates. The majority of 

recommendations do not need to be 

referred back to State or Australian 

Executives, rather they are to be acted 

upon by the members themselves. 

Already the recommendations are being 

acted on, with state groups calling for 

some consistency in information flow and 

presentation of information across 

Australia. 

During the weekend of the forum the 

Olave Program was also introduced to 

the skills of personnel in non-Guiding 

organisations and to the resources and 

projects within Guides Australia. The first 

day gathered information about a range 

of issues — some unique to Guides 

Australia and some social issues. Toward 

the end of the first day and into the 

second day issues of importance to the 

Olave Program were discussed and 

voted on. 

Five separate focus groups wrote 

recommendations, on membership, 

administration, funding, publicity and 

badges/awards. The Olave Program will 

review Ranger Section badges, and put 

together and distribute a membership 

form to be used by State Olave Program 

Teams, put together the framework for 

the national administration of the Olave 

Program and are working on ways to 

raise funds. 

Kate Moore 

Olave Program 
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Goodbye, Helen 

Current HAAS president 

and former Chief Commiss-
ioner Helen Christian was 

given a typical Guiding 

sendoff at the Annual 
General Meeting held at 
National Office during 

November. Although Helen 
does not finish duties until 
June 1999 this was the last 
chance for all seven State 

Commissioners and the Australian Office Bearers to pay 
tribute to Helen's years of service and dedication. 

Helen became Chief Commissioner in 1992 after the 
untimely death of then Chief Commissioner Anne 
Milhouse. Helen had been Anne's deputy and was able to 
carry on the Commissioner's duties for several months 
until the election of Janette Lockhart Gibson. 

Helen Christian, Angela Carrick and Mandy Macky 

At the presentation, another former Chief Commissioner 
Lady Carrick spoke with warmth and humour of Helen's 
great contribution to Guiding over the years. Helen was 
presented with a basket of presents from the states and 
Australian office-bearers. 

Li 
0 
,-,* Vale: Miss Mary 

0 0 o Lambie, A.M 

After a lifetime of service Miss Mary 
Lambie AM 'went home' on 31 October 
this year. Mary joined Girl Guides in 1931 
and was invested as a Ranger in 1934, 
She became a Guide Leader in 1935. 
She held many positions from Leader to 
District Leader, Division Leader, State 
Commissioner and Chief Commissioner. 

In 1964 Mary gained her training 
diploma and later became a Training 
Diploma Assessor. She had several 
overseas trips extending her general and 
Guiding knowledge. 

This knowledge was the critical factor 
in Mary's appointment as the Editor-in-
Chief in charge of adapting British Girl 
Guide handbooks for use in Australia.  

These books complemented the new 
Australian Program introduced in 
1969. At this time Mary was appointed 
the State Commissioner for South 
Australia. 

Mary deputised for the Chief 
Commissioner in 1972 at the 
Jamaican Commonwealth Chief 
Commissioners' Conference and 
attended the World Conference in 
Canada. This was a very special year 
for Mary as she was also recognised 
for the tremendous contribution she 
had already made to Guiding in 
Australia and overseas by being 
awarded the Silver Fish. 

Mary was appointed Chief 
Commissioner in 1973. In the next five 
years Mary travelled tirelessly. She visit-
ed Guide venues in all Australian States  

and Territories as well as representing 
The Association in other organisations 
and at government level. 
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Pour some water-based 

paint onto a large sheet of 

plastic, then roll around on 

it making swirls and 

patterns on your arms and 

legs. Have a water fight to 

clean up afterwards. 

POPI 
EIGHT PAGES OF PULL-OUT PROGRAM IDEAS FOR GUIDE UNITS 

POPI bear says ... 
BP wanted us all to enjoy the outdoors. Try the ideas in this edition of POPI 

and find out for yourselves what fun it is. 

If you want more fun and interesting things to do outside look for the 

"Out There" pack available at Guide Retail Centres now. 

MAKE A MESS! 
Try these fun things outside on a warm day 

fpr3y P3in'(ino 
Put some poster paint in a plastic spray 

bottle and do some "graffiti" on paper or 

old planks of wood. 

You could also try flicking the paint or 

using other applicators such as paint 

rollers, sponges, toilet rolls and other 

household objects. 

Why not create a Patrol mural? 

feet and hand prints 
Cover your feet or 
hands with paint and 
make patterns on a 

large sheet of paper. 

bucket relay 
Fill some buckets with water and put at the finishing line. Form into teams 

and have one empty bucket per team. At the signal the first team member 

runs to the bucket at the finishing line, fills a cup or other container and 

runs back trying not to spill the water. She pours her water into the team 

bucket and another member takes a turn. The first team to fill their bucket 

wins. 

(To make this game harder, put holes in the cups!) 

POPI 



MAKE A 

PROMISE 
BOOMERANG 

Copy this shape on to a thin card, 
and cut it out. 

On the back, write: 

'MY PROMISE TOUCHES OTHERS AND 
COMES BACK TO ME.' 

Illustration by Luke Bullock 

To make your boomerang fly, balance it on top 
of the fingers of one hand. Flick the edge 
with the forefinger of the other hand. 

Watch it fly away from you, and then turn 
around and fly back! 

GREAT FUN FOR THE BEACH! 

try making a 

WATP IYMEL 
Cut four 3.5 x 2cm pieces of card and 
fold each piece in half. Glue the four 

halves around a cotton reel, 
spacing them evenly. 

Place a pencil or knitting needle 
through the reel and hold under a gently 
flowing tap—the force of the water will 

turn your 'wheel'. 

©'P 



LET'S BEGIN: 

Remove the lid from the can. Punch two 

holes in either end of the can, using a can 

opener, Loop the wire through the holes to 

make a handle. Pierce a large hole in the 

side of the can to fit the candle. Punch a 

pattern !ri the base of the can if you like. 
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FOR YOUR UNIT CAMP 

THINGS 
YOU'LL NEED: 
1 can 
1 candle 
30 cm wire (straighten a coat hanger) 

Treasure 
How well do you know your compass points? 

Can you follow a map? 

Why not test your skills with a treasure map? Ask your partner 

or Leader to draw up a treasure map leading you a treasure 

such as a bag of lollies. If you are making a map for someone 

else make sure you include a compass point in the middle. You 

can then mark out all compass points and use prominent out-

door features as landmarks. Include instructions so that your 

treasure-hunter can find her way around (as long as she can 

use a compass!) 

For example: Take 40 steps north-east to the big, mossy rock, 

head due south till you reach the old silo; go north west to the 

fence;walk due east for 15 paces...and so on. 

POPI 
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Ettim 
What are some of the items you might 

need to take with you on a summer 
hike? 

You can probably find pictures of most 
of these things in magazines, or you 

could copy them from Guiding books. 

Glue the things you need to take on a hike on to this backpack. 

Hang it on your wall to remind you what to take when you go on a real 

hike. 

WI 



earbwatch 
patrol activity for outdoors 

you will need: 

• an area outdoors about 3 metres square 

and about 12 metres of string 

• four sticks 

• reference books  

• a magnifying glass for each person 

• paper and pencils 

• waterproof kneelers 

• A2 poster size paper, paints, etc (optional) 

Using the string and the sticks, peg out an area 3 metres square. This can be an area of 

grass or cultivated land, rough ground etc. Examine the enclosed area with a magnifying 

glass using a waterproof kneeler to protect your knees. Note what you find and make sketch-

es. When the area has been thoroughly examined and the books used to identify any 

unknown plants, insects etc put your findings together. Then make a poster to show the 

results of your micro-hike or display your field notes in an interesting way. 

Please make sure you leave the site as you found it. 

Polythene carrier-bags make good kneelers when no ground sheets are available. 

VARIATIONS 
Try reef walking, pond dipping or stargazing 



Beetle Mania is a knotting game, so 

the girls may need to refresh their 

knowledge of some basic knots. 

The diagrams and explanations 

below may help them to tie the 

knots they need for their beetle. 

/()// 

er%o(u- 

used for 

making a loop 

at the end of a 

rope, often in 

rescue work. 

used to attach 

a rope to an 

eyesplice or 

other loop, eg 

on a flag, and 

for joining 

Sheet Bend 

Reef Knot 

used to join two ends of a light rope, and 

in first aid for bandages and slings. 

Round Turn 
cx TWO HALF HITCHES 

useful for joining a rope 

to a spar when the pull 

will be more or less at right 

angles to the spar 
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Start off with a bundle of 

strings each. Take it in turn 

to throw the die. 

Depending on which 

number comes 

up do the 

following: 

If you have not completed a knot by the 

time the die comes round again 

you miss a go. The first 

complete beetle wins. 
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Clove Hitch  y 

     

     

      

      

      

      

used to attach a rope to a 

pole, eg when beginning a 

lashing. Will not slip as 

long as the strain is along 

the direction of the hitch. 

 

you  W/P/V-0-0(1/ 

• one beetle body with six holes for legs and a 

hole each for neck and tail 

• one beetle head with one hole for neck and 

two horns (wooden sticks) 

• twelve pieces of string about 20cm long 

• one dice to be shared by the whole group 

To begin tie one string in a double overhand 

through the tail hole to make a loop. 

Six 	- take a body (one only) 

Five 	- take a head (one only) 

Four - tie the body to the head with a 

reef knot through the two holes 

Three - tie a sheet bend on the tail loop 

Two 	- tie a clove hitch round a horn 

(need two to complete) 

One 	- tie a round turn and two half 

hitches in leg holes (need six to complete) 

II 



Games 
4or your 

Patrol Box 
Have you ever looked at the junk that leaves your house to go to the tip? Lots of 

it could be recycled into games for your patrol box. Next time you're throwing 
things away have a look to see if they could be used for any of these games. 

Mini GOLF 
Collect several long tubes from aluminium 
foil packs to use as golf clubs. Recycle 
empty boxes, piping, tubes and bottles to 
form the obstacle course—anything you 
can play a ball round, under or into. 

Set up your course. Table tennis balls or 
ping pong balls are probably better than 
golf balls if you're playing indoors. 

Cut several cordial bottles in half. Discard the bot-
tom section. Tape over the cut edge to make it 
stronger. Now you have a catcher for a team ball 
game. Throw the ball to each member without 
letting it drop to the ground. 

Fitness' Challenge 
Using the letters of the word "fitness", create a challenge in patrols 
then swap challenges between patrols and complete them. 

Here are some ideas: 

• Invent a two-minute dance 	• Make up rhymes and skip with 
• Take a partner and play leap frog 	long rope. 
• Play non-stop cricket or rounders • Make a water slide 
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Other Suggestions 
FOR THINGS TO SAVE 

• egg containers 
• old tights or socks 

• tins 
	• cereal packets 

• shoe boxes 	• string 
• polystyrene cups 

• cardboard tubes 

you could even use some empty 
detergent bottles for a game of skittles. 



In 1977 she was awarded the Queens Silver 

Jubilee Medal and became a 'Member' of the 

Order of Australia. The last official appointment 

held by Mary was that of Vice President from 1979 

to 1984. Although Mary had retired from active 

service many Guide members sought out her 

advice, expertise and experience to assist them to 

carry out their projects. 

Whenever thinking or speaking of Mary 

Lambie, those who worked with her still feel the 

warmth of her friendship and smile when remem-

bering the moments of fun shared together. Mary 

had a delightful personality and was always pre-

pared to share any of your low as well as your high 

times. 

Marjorie Woods 

Australian Archivist 

Say it With Pigs! 

Kincumber Brownie Guides and Gumnut Guides 

laboured long and lovingly to produce these 

adorable "trauma toys" for the NSW Ambulance 

Service. Modelled here by Australian Office 

Bearers, the toys will be kept in ambulances and 

given to children who are sick or injured. The pig-

gies were formally donated to the ambulance ser-

vice at Taronga Park Zoo in early November, but 

left to right: Sue Conde, Assistant Chief 
Commissioner, Merill Cole, Australian PR 
Advisor, Mandy Macky, Chief Commissioner, 
Susan Wakefield, Australian International 
Commissioner, Di Vernon-Reade, Australian 
Program Advisor 

dropped by to Guides Australia national office for a 

cup of swill and a cuddle with the Australian office 

bearers. 

Were You Making a 

Difference in 1998? 
Try this quick quiz ... 

Scoring 
If you answer always give yourself 3 points 

If you answer sometimes give yourself 2 points 

If you answer never give yourself 1 point (for considering 

the idea!) 

• I have a Guides sticker on my car 

• I encourage parents to put a sticker on their car 

• I have put posters in the local shops 

• I have put posters and leaflets in the local library 

• I have given the local library contact information 

• I have a notice about Guiding in the school newsletter 

• I gave out Guide calendars as thank-you gifts for Unit 

helpers 

• I have had a story published in the local paper this year 

• I have sent a copy of the story to the state PR advisor 

• I have worn my uniform when out shopping 

• We invited badge assessors to the AGM 

• We invited school principals to the AGM 

• We sent copies of the Annual Report to local councillors 

and MPs 

• We sent a copy of our district/region newsletter to local 

councillors and MPs 

• We have ordered Guide biscuits 

• We have a cork-recycling box, and encouraged the girls to 

collect corks. 

• We have taken part in a community event. 

• We held an Open Day so the public can see what Guiding 

is all about 

50-60 points: You are a walking success story 

40-50 points: keep up the good work 

under 40: use as many of these ideas as often as you can. 

You'll soon see results. 

Our thanks to all Leaders who 
made a difference this year. 



Dear Leaders, 

I have recently returned from the 

Australian Executive and before that the 

NSW Muster "Movie Mania" so I have had a 

busy time since September. I'm looking for-

ward to a quiet Christmas season with my 

family and friends before the Guiding year 

begins with Training for Trainers in 

Queensland and Jumbunna in NSW. Both 

these events will provide a wonderful time of 

sharing for those attending. 

Whatever you are doing during these next 

few months I hope it will be a special time for 

you. If you are travelling do take care on the 

roads and at the water. Take the opportunity 

to wear a badge or casual shirt that identifies 

you as a member of Guides Australia, and 

see how many new friends you make! It never 

ceases to amaze me how many people know 

about Guides in the community. We should 

capitalise on that. 

Promoting Guiding positively and with 

enthusiasm should be our constant aim. 

Often we need only rekindle fond memories 

and we have another member. 

To all members in Guides I wish a safe 

and happy holiday season. "In giving and 

receiving we learn to love and be loved." 

June Cameron 

NEW SOUTH WALES 
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❖ A GOOD 

SCRUB FOR 

TH ROSBY 

In preparation for 

History Week, Moss 

Vale Brownies assi-

sted the National 

Parks and Wildlife 

Service by cleaning 

up the Throsby Park 

Historic Site. 

Equipped with buckets, sponges, dustpans, brooms, rags and gloves, 

the girls swept, dusted and scrubbed. They polished floors, display 

shelves, windows and furniture in many rooms of the old house. The girls 

worked in teams: one to wash and wipe, one to rinse and apply polish and 

one to dry and polish. 

To make mowing easier the girls collected half a truckload of pine-

cones from the lawns. The girls were rewarded with a special tour of the 

old house, and later enjoyed some horseriding. 

+ HYPERACTIVE REGION 

Just north of Sydney lies the Central Coast Region, where members' feet 

have seldom touched the ground during the second half of 1998. July saw 

the Gosford Gang Show. Hot on its heels were the Berowra and Snow 

Daisy Luncheons, held in August and September. September was also 

the date for the wonderful Funship "cruise". October was filled with arts 

and crafts, a fellowship day and a shopping bus tour. Roller-skating 

night at Froggy's was a highlight of November, and that's to say nothing 

of the Christmas celebrations. Conclusion: the Central Coast is not mere-

ly active. It's hyperactive! 

••• GETTIN' IT TOGETHER 

Heather Yelds, Far South Coast and 

Monaro Region JL/14+ Adviser and 

18+ Adviser, wanted to get the 14 to 30 

year olds of the Region together, so 

came up with the idea of a joint outing. 

The resulting "We Want You" camp 

convened at lnnabaanya in the ACT. 

Activities included ice-skating, ten-pin 

bowling and indoor rock climbing. 

The girls shared a campfire with 

Belconnen Brownie Guides, who were 

also on holiday at Innabaanya and had a thought-provoking Guides' Own 

together. It was a great weekend and the girls agreed to do more 

activities together more often. 
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Dear Leaders, 

It is amazing how quickly five years can 

pass. It is hard to believe the number of kilo-

metres travelled, meetings attended, speech-

es given and—the most important of all—the 

wonderful opportunities to meet so many 

girls and Leaders. 

As I look back over the years, I am remind-

ed of the changes that Guiding has experi-

enced. The success of our organisation is 

because we have kept up-to-date with the 

needs of our members. We live in a fast-mov-

ing society and if we want Guiding to contin-

ue to be relevant then we cannot afford to 

stand still. Changes are happening all the 

time but the basic fundamentals of Guiding 

remain the same. 

Thank you for the honour of being your 

State Commissioner. There have been many 

challenges, wonderful experiences and per-

sonal growth. Throughout the entire experi-

ence I have not been working alone but as 

part of the most wonderful team of Leaders, 

with each person carrying out their role with 

enthusiasm and dedication. 

To my three wonderful assistants Carmel, 

Kristina and Pam, thank you for your tireless 

support, advice and friendship. Thank you to 

Guide House staff who patiently undertake all 

that is asked of them. I wish Fran and her 

team congratulations and best wishes as 

they lead Guiding into the future. Guiding 

does make a difference in the life of a girl and 

with your continued support I hope it will 

grow from strength to strength. 

Janis Wittber 

WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

+ SWANNING ABOUT 

Wow!! It was on the water again for the Yellagonga Aquatic Unit, Perth, 

WA. The girls had fun night sailing in the Scout's "Swan-a-bout", canoeing 

and raft racing, as well as learning navigation, knotting and splicing. 

Leader Lyn Flett, wants other members to know that the aquatic unit meets 

once a fortnight at the Como Sea Scout Hall, and that they are very wel-

come to come along and join the Leaders and girls in a piece of the action, 

but mainly, just "have a go"! 

Lyn Flett 

+ NOAH'S ARK DAY 

Pictured here is Samantha Posey of 1st 

Lesmurdie/Walliston Gumnut Guides 

enjoying Guides WA State Activities Day 

and its theme "Noah's Ark". 

Over 150 Guides and Leaders 

made finger puppets, decorated the 

World Flag, iced rainbow biscuits, made 

a flying fox, built cubby houses, skew-

ered rainbow fruit kebabs, conducted a 

radio fox hunt and indulged in a spot of 

pond peeping. Each girl was given a 

small Noah's Ark as a reminder of an 

exhausting but happy day. 

+ ETHIOPIAN AFFAIR 

The Development Section of Guides WA hosted a truly international affair 

recently when they invited twenty Ethiopian families to join them for a 

weekend at Paxwold. Featuring the popular Climbing Wall and a variety of 

craft projects, the event culminated in a memorable exchange of cultures. 

The Ethiopian visitors demonstrated the delights of an African coffee 

ceremony and were rewarded with a traditional Aussie sausage- sizzle. 

Naturally the evening meal was followed by a campfire and medley of 

Guiding songs. The weekend was made possible through cooperation with 

the Australian Asian Commission and with the generous support of the 

Lotteries Commission. 

+ GOT A LIFE 

Guides Western Australia (Inc) has been operating A Life Skills Course 

for Young People as an outreach program for three years. The program is 

designed to help young people struggling with problems at home or at 

school. As well as day-to-day skills such as managing a budget, 

the participants learn about leadership, conflict resolution and develop 

social skills. Groups are now operating in several suburbs across Perth. 

One teacher said, "without any doubt, this program has demonstrated that 

all children can achieve goals regardless of the obstacles". 

WA PAGE COMPILED BY PETA BARKER AND LYN GILPIN 
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Dear Leaders, 

Thank you to everyone who took up 

the challenge to sell biscuits during 

1998. The bright packaging looks great 

and the new cream variety proved to be 

popular. 

Guide Biscuits are unique to us and 

are our major form of raising funds. The 

general public actually looks for them 

from year to year, and now with our 

twice-yearly campaign, the opportunity 

is there to make an even bigger impact. 

Increasing our membership is always a 

priority and the publicity gained 

through the sale of biscuits usually 

results in membership enquiries. 

So, by being involved, each member 

is helping to strengthen Guiding in our 

state. 

If your Unit chose not to sell biscuits 

in 1998 may I challenge you to give it a 

go next year? It is an easy way to earn 

extra funds for your Unit. Most of the 

girls enjoy selling biscuits, particularly 

if they are given the opportunity to 

decide how to use the money earned by 

the Unit. This of course may well 

encourage the girls to sell even more, 

especially if it means that a special 

outing or exciting new activity may be 

possible. 

To help Guiding grow we need to 

work together in all areas—even biscuit 

selling. It's part of being a TEAM—

Together Everyone Achieves More! 

Judy Angus  

• GUIDES SHOW OFF 

More than 500 visitors to the 1998 Royal Show checked out the Guides' 

interactive display. The focus was on membership recruitment and biscuit sales. 

The success of the day was a result of the great team work between staff and 

volunteers. The Guide Shop mounted a very colourful biscuit display. 

Many visitors asked about joining Guides. 

Some comments included: 

(from a mother of three) "This is fantastic for the kids, and it's free!", 

(from an eight year old) "This is really cool ... I can go rock climbing if I join 

Guides, mum!" 

(from an ambitious mother of an energetic three year old) "My daughter would 

love to do all this. How old does she have to be to join Guides?" 

+ NIGHT FOLLOWS DAY 

Girls and Leaders have been busy over the last month participating in trainings 

and fun times. 

Spark It Day for girls 7-14 years was held on 30th August with many volunteers 

helping to make the day a success for the girls. There were outdoor activities, 

cooking, creative activities, challenges and games to help the girls learn in a fun 

atmosphere. The Mobile Guide Shop did a roaring business as usual. 

Big Night Out was indeed a big night out for girls aged 12 and over. Participants 

were bused to different venues between the hours of 11pm and 7am to take part 

in rock-climbing, bowling, ice-skating and tobogganing and video games. 

What a great excuse for the older girls to stay up all night! 

+ ENDANGERED SPECIES DISCOVERED 

Colonies of Caladenia Behrii, an endangered species of Spider Orchid, have 

been identified at Wongalere campsite. The Threatened Plant Action Group is 

monitoring these populations and in some cases, pollinating the flowers by hand. 

Visitors and campers are asked to be aware of these special plants and not to 

enter the special marked areas so as to preserve the delicate native orchids for 

future generations. 

+ BATTLE OF THE 

SEXES 

The local Ranger Guides at 

Gawler recently organised a 

"Battle of the Sexes" game 

against the local Venturer group. 

Amy Cruikshank made up the 

questions and activities, assisted 

by brother, Adam. Andrew Kath 

hosted. The night was a great 

success marred only by the result. The boys won, and the girls' punishment was 

to walk down Gawler main street the following Saturday morning in their pyjamas. 

The girls gamely held up their end of the bargain, as the picture here shows. 

Sue Cruikshank 
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Dear Leaders, 

It was almost full house for the 

inaugural State Conference entitled 

"All Aboard" held at Wesley College 

Melbourne under the watchful eye 

of the Elaine Wallbridge Organising 

Committee. Region delegates came 

together to share, discuss and vote on 

issues and to listen to two inspiring 

young women speakers. Keynote 

speaker Tan Lee, 1998 Young 

Australian of the Year, held us spell-

bound with her personal story and her 

affirmation of the ways in which belong-

ing to Guides can make a difference 

in the lives of girls and young women. 

Assistant Chief Commissioner Linden 

Edgell was the second young woman 

to inspire and enthuse us. 

The day was filled with wonderful 

opportunities to network, renew friend-

ships and enjoy the fellowship of 

Guiding. Late afternoon saw numbers 

swell to capacity for the Annual General 

Meeting. In typical Guide fashion, we 

said goodbye and thank you to Heather, 

Susan and Kathie. This was a State 

Team who in giving of themselves 

unstintingly over the past five years 

have secured the future for Guides 

Victoria, lifting our image and establish-

ing our association as a trailblazer 

in strategic planning, risk-taking and 

organisational management. With my 

assistants Elizabeth, Libby and Judi, I 

have set my course to ensure that all 

their hard work continues to bring 

benefit to our members. 

Jane Scarlett 

VICTORIA 
+ ALL ABOARD FOR THE STATE CONFERENCE 

Guides Victoria has combined its Annual General Meeting with the changeover 

ceremony of the State Team. Over 300 Leaders attended to either watch the cer-

emony or be part of the decision-making process itself. 

The theme of the conference was "All Aboard". State Team Heather Barton, Sue 

Campbell and Kathie Hutchens bowed out graciously and handed over the rud-

der to new team Jane Scarlett, Elizabeth Adnams, Libby Howlett 

and Judi Tuppen. Jane, Elizabeth, Libby and Judi look forward to the 

challenges of the next five years. 

+ CAMELS AHOY! 

Wodonga Currawong Ranger 

Guides know how to enjoy 

themselves. Here are some of 

the girls about to set off on a 

camel ride at Mansfield. 

Photo: Judy Trewarn 

Guides Victoria has won third prize in the Royal Melbourne Show Community and 

Service Groups Display competition. The display, which focussed on friendship 

and adventure, was seen by many of the 460,000 visitors attracted through the 

show gates. A particularly popular drawcard was the mural competition. Entrants 

were asked to examine a large mural (painted by Dot Georgoulas) and list how 

many outdoor activities were depicted on it. The winner, 11 year old Sally McKay 

from Creswick, won a weekend away at one of Guides Victoria's salubrious 

properties. Another popular attraction was a sleeping platform similar to the one 

at Britannia Park. 

'+• REMEMBERING MAY 

Barwon Region recently gathered for a cere-

mony to remember and celebrate the legacy of 

May Freeman. May was a dedicated Guide, 

involved in the movement for 65 years, and a 

keen supporter of international Guiding. 

May's estate includes donations to Sangam 

and service projects, as well as a bequest 

to her beloved Barwon region, namely a 

membership of the Olave Baden Powell Society. The certificate of membership 

was presented by Anne Scott, OAM, and OBP Society Director. The certificate 

was received by a Barwon member wearing May Freeman's Commissioner's 

uniform from the 1930s. 

+ DROP THEM A LINE 

Please note that Guides Victoria has a new email address: 

guidesvic @guidesaus.org.au  
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Dear Leaders, 

One morning recently I got up extra early 

to read some of the inevitable Guiding papers 

that become the lot of a State Commissioner. 

My time alone did not last long as I was soon 

joined by my eight-year-old granddaughter. 

She sat quietly for a while and then suddenly 

said: "I've got that B-P feeling!" That little 

girl's comment brought me back to earth and 

to the very roots of Guiding ... to the reason I 

was sitting with such a pile of paper. 

Like granddaughter Amy, we Leaders were 

once inspired by that B-P feeling when we 

first joined the movement. We must make 

sure that the initial enthusiasm is constantly 

recharged in our lives. We must never forget 

that B-P intended Guiding to be a game—a 

game to be played outdoors; a game from 

which life skills can be learned and a game to 

be enjoyed. 

Let us all keep that B-P feeling deep in our 

hearts. 

As I commence my term in office I am 

aware of the huge contribution that Diane 

Truskett has made over the last five years. 

She steered Tasmania through the some-

times turbulent sea of many changes to the 

calm situation we are enjoying today at Unit 

level. Thank you Diane, I hope you will now 

have time to take up the personal interests 

that you have put aside in the last five years. 

May the joy and peace of Christmas be a 

time of renewal for us all. 

Jan Allan 

TASMANIA 

• FAREWELL TO DIANE AND CHERYL 

An informal gathering of around 40 people was held at Guide House to 

farewell the outgoing State Commissioner Diane Truskett and Deputy 

State Commissioner Cheryl Wilson. Diane was presented with a set of 

coasters made from photographs of her in action during her term. She 

made a speech in the form of a poem. The Deputy State Commissioner 

had a poem written for her. Gifts and photographs were also presented. 

• WELCOME HOME, GIRLS 

We are delighted to welcome back Taryn Laird, Irene Fairbairn Challenge 

Awardee for this year, who has just returned from an exciting time at Pax 

Lodge in London. Taryn is now an expert on 'Building World Citizenship', 

and is willing to share her experiences widely, so please invite her along 

to tell your Unit or group all about it. 

Welcome home too to the 18 Eastern Shore Trefoil travellers who have 

had a marvellous time at Sangam, as well as travelling to Northern India 

and Singapore. 

• CELEBRATIONS IN THE HUON VALLEY 

The South Kingborough Guides had 

plenty to celebrate when Mrs Phyl 

Norton proudly received her 40-year 

Long Service Award at Guides 

Tasmania's Annual General Meeting. 

Mrs Norton has contributed to Guiding 

as Leader, District Leader, State 

Training Adviser, Chairman of 

the Training Committee, Training 

Officer and Diploma Trainer. At 

the same time, Kate Perkins 

became the first Guide in 

Tasmania to complete the new 

syllabus of the BP Award. 

Pictured above is the "cake" she received as a memento of her efforts. 

• ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING REPORT 

Guides Tasmania held its AGM on October 16 at the Hobart Town Hall. 

Guest speaker was Senator Kay Patterson. Senator Patterson described 

Guiding's contribution during war time, organising fruit picking camps. 

Fiona Nash won the Toni Miller Memorial Challenge and Melinda Neal, 

last year's recipient, told the gathering about her trip to Canada. Service 

awards were presented by Lady Green. 
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Dear Leaders, 

As we move towards the close of another 

year it is important to look back over the year 

to review what we have done and achieved. 

What a busy year it has been for all members 

of Guiding, from the youngest with their 

meetings, outings and camps to the oldest 

with their meetings, outings and camps. The 

things enjoyed by all our members really 

don't seem to vary much across the ages. 

The smiles of the youngest girl on her first 

camp and that of our 60-year-Combined-

Long-Service recipient just glow with happi-

ness. 

There have been some challenges this 

year at all levels of Guiding—the challenge of 

attracting and retaining girls and Leaders, of 

ensuring we live within our budgets, of more 

women in the workforce, of changing times 

and values. Guiding seems to thrive on chal-

lenges and as we look forward to 1999 I am 

sure more challenges will come our way. As 

long as we stay focussed on our main reason 

for being involved—the girls—and take 

responsibility for our own areas and actions, 

Guiding will not only survive but thrive! 

Start taking responsibility for your own life 

That way you'll keep out of strife 

And you'll learn many things along the way 

Like how to hope and how to pray. 

These will be just a few—you'll see 

You could even learn to hug a tree 

He's a part of this play too 

The actors are just me and you 

Some seriously playing their part 

Others doing it straight from the heart. 

We're all in this together 

Let's make it work, despite the weather. 

Have a great festive season. 
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QUEENSLAND 

+ACHIEVEMENT PLUS 

Congratulations were in order in Marchant Region at their recent 

inaugural Awards Night held at a local church hall. BP Guides, Queen's 

Guides, Support Group and Trefoil celebrated their achievements at all 

levels of Guiding and were recognised with speeches, certificates or 

badges, and even hugs from our State Commissioner! This very special 

evening concluded with supper and much catching up and networking 

with friends! 

+ FIREFLIES 

Firefly is Australia's first online Guide Unit. It is designed for Lone Guides or 

Guides who want to be part of a Guide Unit using internet technologies. 

Check out the fireflies at http://www.guidesaus.org.au/guides/ten/firefly.html  

Sarah McCabe, who was invested into Barrulka 
Ranger Guides in a glider. 

proof jackets, gloves and beanies we were locked in, attached to the tow-

plane and waved good-bye. We learned how to accelerate and slow down, 

and how to turn using both the stick and the pedal-operated rudder. Some 

of the braver members even requested aerial acrobatics, and they were 

treated to such manouevres as loops and lazy eights. 

Meanwhile, those on the ground ran the wings (this is where you 

run alongside a glider accelerating for take-off to keep its wings level) or 

listened to stories of dare-devil glider pilots. 

Katie Lee 

+ NEW LOOK STATE OFFICE 

PR and Archives committees have been busy giving State Office a new 

look. The members' clubroom has great new banners and display panels. 

Also don't forget to check out the photo boards in the foyer, either to identi-

fy advisers or to keep up-to-date with activities from around the state ... you 

may find yourself there! 

• CHRISTMAS INVITATION 

The Arts Committee completes a busy year and once again invites 

members to join them at State Office on Friday 4th December for their 

annual 'Christmas Around the World' presentation including carols and 

Christmas readings. 

+ GUIDES SAY 

"HIGH" TO THE 

WIDE BLUE 

YONDER 

The Darling Downs Soaring 

Club remembers well the 

invasion of 21 Guides and 

Leaders in July this year. We 

arrived in freezing weather. 

Wrapped in skivvies, water- 

Elizabeth Gilchrist 
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Dear Leaders, 

My husband and I have just returned from the 

Four World Centres Tour for 1998. What a 

wonderful experience this tour was. I must admit I 

had some reservations about India. Now that I have 

had the privilege of visiting San Gam (as it is pro-

nounced) I am proud to say our own Asia Pacific 

World Centre is simply the best. We had a most 

enjoyable time there being extremely well fed and 

sampling the local culture. 

We received a special welcome at a most 

impressive ceremony the night we arrived, and 

continued to be treated like royalty until we left. I 

am absolutely amazed to see the staff at Sangam 

coming to work in the morning so clean and crisp 

in their beautiful blue and gold saris and red 

blouse with Sangam logo on the sleeve. Most of 

the staff live in the village next to Sangam where 

12,000 people live on seven acres of land. They 

have no running water and open sewers but they 

could certainly teach many Australians a thing or 

two when it comes to coping with a difficult life. 

I would encourage you all to promote the inter-

national aspects of Guiding to our young mem-

bers. Being chosen to work as a volunteer at 

Sangam will provide any of our young members 

with icing on the cake of their life experiences. 

Next time you are looking for a service project with 

a difference spare a thought for Sangam. Perhaps 

you could consider holding a cake or craft stall or 

even an Indian cultural day. You will find all the 

ideas you can use in the Sangam Sparkle Book. If 

you can't find one in your Guide Shop let me know. 

Merry Xmas to our readers. I hope that 1999 is 

kind to you all and please do start saving to visit 

Sangam. 

Carrol Lynch  

+ SARAH'S OFF TO 

SWITZERLAND 

The first Northern Territory member 

to win the Irene Fairbairn Challenge, 

Sarah Bellsham, 19, has described 

her win as "an amazing opportuni-

ty". Sarah is a third year economics 

student and part-time Development 

Officer with Guides NT. An interest 

in community welfare issues lead 

her to write a presentation on evacuees, particularly as it relates to 

the history of Northern Territory. As well as speaking on her presen-

tation to the selection panel in Sydney earlier this year, Sarah and 

her fellow state finalists participated in events and discussion 

groups "It was amazing how many of the topics we had talked about 

informally came up in formal groups. I guess this is what happens 

when a group of young Leaders gets together to talk about Guiding. 

For me the opportunity to talk about our Units, problems, issues and 

ideas was one of the nicest parts of the weekend," Sarah said. 

Sarah will attend Juliette Low Seminar on global citizenship to be 

held at Our Chalet between 30 December and January 9. 

'i' You REKA! 

Congratulations are also due to Reka Ranger Guides for their 

winning entry in the Darwin Festival float competition. The girls 

disguised themselves as pirates to win in the "Best Unassisted 

Youth entry" category. Well done! 

+ FISHY BUSINESS 

Nightcliff District has been busy raising funds and raising profiles. 

In September the 1st Nightcliff Unit set up a fishing game at the 

Nightcliff Markets to promote Guiding. The game was a hit. "Parents 

were pleased and surprised to find something for their children to do 

for free and the kids loved it. Every child left with a balloon or a 

Guides Australia sticker," organisers report. In the same month the 

Nightcliff Support Group held a Desperation Car Wash at a 

shopping centre opening and raised $266. 
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FANTABULOUS 
by Justin D'Ath 
Holy Angels Press, 
$11.95 
for reluctant readers 
over eight 

 

Fantabulous is about a boy called Martin Flack, a dog called 
Bullet and a superstar athlete called Amos Dalton. The tiny 
town of Figtree (which is the setting) is famous for a race called 
the Figtree 100. It is known throughout the world. This book is 
about Martin Flack and his various antics to win the Figtree 100. 
I thought the book was funny and occasionally suspenseful. 

Eleanor Zeichner, aged 11 

RESOURCES IN PRINT 

Think you know all about girls and young 
women? Do you believe that there's 
nothing yet another book on adolescents 
today can tell you about the 
subject? Wait, don't answer ... at 
least until you've read this book. 

Girls' Talk is a compilation of writ-
ings, letters, poems, musings, even car-
toons—some by girls as young 
eleven, living in Australia today. 
Disconcertingly close to dipping 

into a teenager's diary at times, 

the subjects range from friend-
ships, racial discrimination, 

boredom, disordered eating, drugs 
and the inevitable sexuality and body 
changes. All the contributors speak  

frankly and with the authentic earnest-
ness of youth. Maria Pallotti-Chiarolli, 

a lecturer in Public 

Health at Deakin 

University. 

who compiled 

the book is 

careful to edit 

her 	contributions 

lightly and interrupt 

only when necessary. 

Her deft and positive 

observations 	on 

tricky subjects like 

sexual harrassment 

and youth suicide 
make the book quite safe to place in  

young hands. Although realistic, the 
book is ultimately positive in tone and is 
packed with friendly, practical advice. 

Girls need to know what their peers 
are thinking, privately and honestly, and 
those who care for them - parents, 
teachers and, yes, Guide Leaders too, 
should take on as much information as 
possible, no matter how confronting. 
Listen to this: "I began to cocoon myself 
when I was ten. I was a Brownie, a Girl 
Guide in the making. I used to polish my 
Promise Badge. We were encouraged to 
not only polish the outer side of the 
badge, but also the inner side. The outer 
side was to indicate that we had a shiny, 
happy surface and the inner side was to 
show that we were shiny inside also. My 
Promise Badge was always gleaming on 
the outside and dull on the inside. That's 
how I felt. I hated my stepmother. I never 
saw my father..." That child later attempt-
ed suicide. 

Do have a look at this book. Parts of 
it may shock and upset you but it will 
open your eyes. 

Amanda Bishop 

 

GIRLS' TALK: 
Young women speak their minds and 
hearts 

Compiled and edited by Maria 
Pallotta-Chiarolli 
Finch Publishing, $19.95 

 

Fetrless Girls 

2.h. 

'4111 	  
This is a terrific and inspiring collection of hundreds of tradi-
tional stories and fairy tales from around the world. They all 
feature heroines of various strengths— clever daughters, wily 
brides, warrior princesses and fearless mothers. Most of these 
stories, although once well-known, have now disappeared. 
They are a great cure for the teenage blues. 

Amanda Bishop 

FEARLESS GIRLS: 
heroines in folktales 
from around the world 

by Kathleen Ragan 
Bantam Books 
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I'm writing to ask everyone who's ever been to a muster or 

state camp to come forward. I'm looking for information on 

both state camps and musters and I'm even looking for written 

accounts! This will go towards the 'history' section of my 

Queen's Guide Award. Please help me if you can. 

My mum, Joanne, is also compiling a book on campfires, 

so if you have any copies of previous campfires she would 

appreciate them. 

Send information to: 

Rebecca McAulay, PO Box 791 Bateman's Bay NSW 

2536 or phone after hours on (02) 4472 6073. 

Rebecca McAuley, NSW 

Dear Editor, 

We feel that the new Program lacks direction 

and that Brownies need more Leader direc-

tion and guidance. Also, the girls used to be 

happy to tell their peers that they were 

Brownies and to wear the uniform publicly. 

Lack of handbooks/challenges for non-Junior 

B-P girls makes the program 'airy-fairy'. Why 

did we have to replace the emblems and 

songs with new emblems and our own made-

up songs? There was nothing wrong with 

them! Then there's 'The Journal'. Leader 

accountability by Journal means too much 

administration. Wasn't it enough to see the 

girls were enjoying Guiding? Also, the need to 

ask for membership fees from adults who are VOLUNTEERS 

is outrageous! 

It seems we are failing the movement unless everything 

is exciting and adventurous and attracts wonderful media 

coverage. 

Individually, there are many Leaders who share 

our concerns. We would love to hear their views on the new 

Australian Guide Program. Was it such a good idea? 

Narelle Fox and Jane Stephens 

2nd St. Clair Brownie Guides, NSW 

A reply from Jo Robinson, Program Committee: 

Dear Narelle and Jane, 

I appreciate your concerns and agree with you that younger 

girls do need guidance as much as ever. However a struc-

tured program or handbooks cannot put the magic of Guiding 

into a Unit. That comes from caring, nurturing Leaders who 

are prepared to offer a friendly, interactive program that is 

generated from the girls' ideas and suggestions. As they 

progress through the movement the girls will take more 

responsibility for organising their activities. For example, girls 

who have not made their Promise can be encouraged to aim 

for as many interest badges as they wish to obtain part A of 

the Junior BP Award. Plenty of options and variety for girls. 

How can you say it's airy-fairy? 

To your other comments: New songs do not have to be 

made up unless your girls really wish to do so. The Brownie 

ring and Brownie bells ceremonies can still be used if your 

girls like them. Please think of your Journal as a record of 

your personal growth and one that is useful to show to 

prospective employers. Membership fees are a state matter 

but many clubs ask for contributions to support their vision. 

Narelle and Jane, please look on Guiding as a game of fun 

and excitement and not as something to be 

buried under layers of rules and red tape. 

Dear Ms. Bishop, 

My wife is a Guide Leader in Forestville and 

has shown me your editorial about the 

Government's decision to end funding for 

AYPAC. As you may know, AYPAC will be 

replaced by a type of youth parliament meet-

ing twice a year comprising 50 young 

Australians (including the representatives of 

leading youth organisations). 

I'm sure that Dr. Kemp would welcome a 

letter from Guides Australia requesting the 

continued representation of the movement 

under the new arrangement. That way, Guides Australia will 

continue to have an ability to "collate and disseminate issues 

specifically related to youth affairs". Indeed, Guides Australia 

will be directly represented rather than represented through 

an intermediary such as AYPAC. 

With all best wishes 

Tony Abbott, M.P. 

"girls used to 

be happy to tell 

their peers 

they were 

brownies..." 
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Thank you, Mr Abbott, for your correspondence. I think there 

is general agreement that youth affairs needs to be a priority right 

now. Young people have plainly been denied a fair deal for a long 

time, afforded the lowest status in society while being set up to 

assume accountability for its problems. The symptoms of this are 

disturbing and everywhere visible in rising suicide rates, an 

increase in crimes involving destruction of property and a feeling 

of alienation which makes 'contributing' appear futile. This being 

the case, it would seem more appropriate to be testing new 

channels through which young people can participate in the 

political process along with the existing channels, rather than 

diverting funds from one initiative to another. 

On a related note, I fear readers may be mislead by your 

implication that Guides Australia's direct role in the Youth 

Parliament will by definition put us in a stronger position than we 

were in while represented by AYPAC. As you know, our model of 

parliamentary government was set up deliberately to depend 

partly on interest groups like AYPAC for its success. These 

groups aim to become the means by which large numbers of 

people and organisations can participate by proxy in policy 

formulation. Once split up these interest groups, and contributing 

organisations like Guides Australia are left as isolated voices. 

How, then, can we be said to be in a stronger position? 

Anthony Cook, staff writer 

Dear Amanda, 

Congratulations on the latest edition of GiA (Aug/Sept). It's 

fantastic and I cannot tell you what a help it is to have a pull-out 

section of actual program ideas, as included this time. 

Thank you to the people who worked on this program section, 

which has provided much-needed inspiration! 

I look forward to receiving the next issue of GiA. Many 

thanks. 

one who teaches teachers to use Information Technology in the 

classroom, I feel confident that most Guides will see sitting in 

front of a computer as a repeat of school anyway. There is a 

place in the Guide Program for using technology in co-operative, 

interactive activities such as emailing between Guide Units. 

Let's not adopt activities just because they are fashionable 

but on the basis of their contribution to Guiding values. 

Lyn Muir 

Tasmania 

      

Dear Editor, 

          

I was recently wading through the contents of the pine 'blanket' 

box at the foot of my bed, looking for just the right little number 

to wear to a 'forties' party. Among the treasures was a pillow slip 

containing my Guiding treasures. Is it any wonder that among 

those treasures were a number of past copies of Guiding in 

Australia? I was inspired to ponder the demise of this publication 

and I felt the last issue should not pass without a eulogy. 

It seems a lifetime ago when I graduated from assistant Unit 

Leader to Unit Leader of 1st Applecross Guides. The delivery of 

GiA symbolised a tangible reward for my volunteer efforts. I 

read every page of each edition over the following seven years. 

I used them as reference material for planning Unit programs 

and was inspired by the national and international stories. 

I was so excited when an edition of GiA published my 

account of a camp at Paxwold World Training Centre, as well as 

photos of the event. I saved it as one of my Guiding treasures in 

the pillow slip at the end of my bed. 

While in my role as State PR Officer and encouraged by 

Paddy Firstenberg, I developed photographic skills to ensure 

regular features of WA Guiding stories. It was a great thrill for me 

and the people involved to see our stories in print. The thrill of 

being published is also shared by those in the photo, the family 

and friends. 

I have enjoyed writing stories and letters which have inspired 

positive and negative responses as is the democratic nature of 

Guiding. Some more memorable than others. 

GiA has been an integral part of my life through the PR roles 

I have held and through my membership in Guiding. I have dis-

cussed and deliberated the changes over the years with concern 

and trepidation. We have tried strategies to broaden the target 

market, accept a niche market and encourage submissions—

without success. Submissions continue to decline. 

Thank you to all those who have contributed to this magazine 

over the years whose efforts have given pleasure to thousands 

of readers, including me. 

GiA, I mourn your passing. 

Merrill Cole 

Australian Public Relations Adviser 
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Judy Place 

Lone Brownies, Victoria 

      

Dear Editor, 

While not wishing to dwell on the unfortunate publication of the 

list of websites in the August/September edition of GiA, it seems 

to me that this is the symptom of a much bigger problem. Guiding 

has traditionally done a number of things very well, including 

encouraging co-operation, leadership skills and outdoor activi-

ties. To include activities in the program which have no relation-

ship to these values, especially when such activities are untest-

ed, is not the answer to declining numbers. 

As a Guide Leader, a teacher of 16 to 18 year olds, and as 
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Amanda Bishop (and two pigs) 

Michael Armiger (and three pigs) 

Anthony Cook (and one pig) 

Monty "Cliff" (no pigs) 
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PROUDLY AUSTRALIAN!! 
A PROMISE CERTIFICATE FEATURING 

AUSTRALIAN FLORAL IMAGES 
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AND!! A FUN, COLOURFUL PROMISE 

CERTIFICATE FOR THE YOUNG AT HEART. 

NEW II 
• • A PROMISE RENEWAL 

CERTIFICATE TO ENCOURAGE RECOMMITMENT 

TO THE PROMISE. 
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best to do my duty to God, 
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NEW IN-STORE! 
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